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INDUSTRIALISTS HARASSED ON
LABOUR, EMPLOYMENT LAWS TOLD
TO CALL THE PS DIRECTLY
...FULL STORY INSIDE

The CTI Executive Director Mr. Leodegar Tenga (Standing), stressing a point as he welcomes
the Permanent Secretary, Prime Minister’s Office responsible for Policy, Parliament, Labour,
Employment, Youth and Disabled Mr. Eric Shitindi (Seated Right) at the CTI offices recently.

M

embers of the Confederation of Tanzania Industries (CTI) have been urged to acquaint
themselves with the labour laws so as to be able to differentiate them from immigration
issues.

The advice was given by the Permanent Secretary, Prime Minister’s Office, Policy, Parliament, Labour,
Employment, Youth and Disabled Mr. Eric Shitindi when he visited CTI Secretariat offices recently.
He said that proper understanding of the labour and immigration
laws would help the manufacturers who frequently face
unnecessary harassments from few unscrupulous immigration
officers to tell them that they were not entitled to engage in
issues related to labour.
“If you are aware of the laws and when the immigration officers
come to your industries, you should tell them that this is not
the matter of immigration but rather a labour law and if he
resists call me directly or one of my directors” he said.
The Permanent Secretary visited CTI offices following a request
from various members of the Confederation for explanation on
the challenges facing manufacturers in respect of the newly
introduced Non-Citizen Employment Act 2015.
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In his keynote address, The CTI Executive Director, Mr. Leodegar
C Tenga presented various challenges and recommendations on issues of labour and employment
that CTI members have been complaining about, which affect their business operations. They
included:
o Delays by the Ministry of Labour and Employment and the Immigration Department to issue work
and resident permits, as it takes almost 3 months for the industries to get the work permits for
their foreign employees.
o Restriction on foreign employees who are employed in group companies to work in other industries
of the same group. Also the limitation of not using foreign employees in other positions in the
industries apart from the one which the work permit holder was issued. The Law goes further to
restrict foreign employees from even going to different regions in the mainland Tanzania.

o Making the fees payable to process the work permits refundable once the permit has been denied
to the applicants since the fees are very high.
o Requested that since work permit delay was about 3 months, the delayed time should be
considered and included in its expiry date.
o Visits conducted by some labour inspection officials to industries were unprofessional and very
unfriendly. Sometimes they conducted without prior notice to industries which cause unnecessary
delays in getting the information.
o The Visits by labour inspectors lacked coordination among government agencies undertaking
similar activities. This increases cost and is time consuming.
o The Occupational Safety and Health Authority (OSHA) charges various fees on licenses and
inspection, including TZS 35,000/= for medical examination per employee. This is very expensive
considering that some industries have their own medical schemes. Employers are forced to use
doctors identified by OSHA who are not only expensive, but also entails creation of monopoly. CTI
requested OSHA to reduce the medical examination fee and also allow flexibility for industries to
use the professional and authorised Doctors of their own choices.
o In order to enhance compliance of the Labour and employment laws and regulations, CTI
members proposed that more training and awareness seminars are needed. The training could
be organised by the Ministry responsible for labour in collaboration with CTI.
Permanent Secretary’s responses:
 CTI’s proposal to jointly organise training session on labour and Employment laws was accepted.
He promised that his Ministry will avail competent resource persons for the training.
 On delay of work permits, it was informed that before enactment of the new Non-Citizen
Employment Act 2015, the Ministry and the immigration department used to process the work
permits within 7 days. But the Ministry and the Immigration Department are currently discussing
on how to reduce the number of days, targeting the original time of 7 days.
 The restriction of the work permits for foreign employees to work in other group companies
depends on the information submitted during the initial work permit application. The work permit
information should clearly show the list of industries the group companies have and also the
type of the job a person is recruited for. However, he assured industrialists that the work permit
was flexible unlike the residents’ permit which restricts the holder to visit only 5 regions of the
mainland Tanzania.

 The foreign employees wishing to work in other industries or a group of companies apart from
that shown in the work permit, should write to the Ministry responsible for labour in order to
allow the expatriate to work in the industries within the group companies. This also applies when
he/she wants to travel to other regions.
 Promotion of foreign employees to a new job, the industries were informed that it must be
preceded by an application for a new work permit.
 The application fee for the work permit will not be refunded when application is rejected because
even if the government rejects, it happens after a lengthy work process has been done. However,
the PS agreed that the application fee of USD 1,000 was very high, and that the Government is
looking on how to reduce it.
 The Ministry responsible for labour has three types of inspections to industries:- Regular, Special
and Follow-up inspections and all are conducted depending on the type of the planned visit.
The laws give the labour officers the mandate to enter into the industries’ premises without any
prior notice. However, after inspection, the Labour Officer fills in a compliance Order Form and
provides it to the industry’s management. After 30 days, the labour officer will make a follow-up
to check whether anomalies identified have been rectified and if not the penalties will be issued.
 Currently the Ministry is implementing coordinated special visits which involve various government
agencies such as TRA, Immigration Department, TBS, TFDA etc., and promised it will address the
concerns on the importance of having a well-coordinated and sharing of information obtained
from the visits.
 OSHA implements medical examination process in accordance with their laws which require
industries to use doctors selected by OSHA. He agreed that his ministry will submit the matter to
OSHA for further discussion with a view to finding amicable solution.
 When foreign employees finish five years of their work permit they are required to apply for
another work permit and while applying he/she has to go back to his/her country of origin.
 Urged CTI members who will face labour problems to communicate with the Ministry through
various Ministry’s communication channels, especially the following Senior Officials:
Mr. Silas Daudi:

Mob. +255 713 248 017 or
Tel +255 22 2110877; OR

Mr. Ayub Makoye: Mob. +255 755 629 840

‘NEARLY 50% OF CONSUMER GOODS FEARED TO
BE COUNTERFEITS’ – DRAFT RESEARCH FINDING

Prof. Honest Ngowi from Mzumbe University (Standing), presenting the Preliminary research
findings on Counterfeit goods in Tanzania at the validation workshop. The workshop was held at
the New Africa Hotel in Dar es Salaam recently.

A

draft research finding from research conducted by the Confederation of Tanzania Industries (CTI)
under the sponsorship of Best-AC has revealed that nearly 50% of the consumer goods in the
Tanzania market are likely to be counterfeits.

Presenting the preliminary findings before the stakeholders from both private and Public sectors at New
Africa Hotel recently, Prof. Honest Ngowi from Mzumbe University said that the problem has become
worse as counterfeiting continued to increase.
He said that in 2008, the percentage of counterfeits in the Tanzania market was estimated to have
increased by 32%, but hiked to about 50% recently according to Prof. Ngowi.
The findings are the result of responses from the multinational Trade Mark (TM) owners, including
companies trading in pharmaceuticals, food stuffs, computers/IT, mobile phones, electronic and
electrical goods, alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks, cosmetics, sportswear, spare parts and fertilizers.
The research findings show that there has been loss of market share and turnover by the companies.
About 92 per cent of the companies said they experienced counterfeiting of their products. They
estimated to have led to a loss of their market share of more than 30% and significant reductions in
annual turnover.

However, comparative analysis of consumers of the companies’ goods show that some 40 percent
understand what constitutes a counterfeit while nearly 50 percent are unaware and could confuse substandard goods with counterfeits.
Reading the welcoming remarks on behalf of the CTI Chairman,
the CTI Councillor Mr. Evarist Maembe urged the participants to
use the findings and recommendations from the report to take
appropriate steps to curb the counterfeits.
He asked representatives from the media to use the report
findings to create awareness to the public on the need for
curbing counterfeits in the country.
“Counterfeit goods have been found to be a big and growing
challenge to the economy, with nearly 50% of the goods in the
market likely to be counterfeits,” said Prof. Ngowi.
He said it has been found that counterfeits were both imported
goods and domestically produced with adverse impacts socially
and economically. On the other hand, it was discovered that
both consumers and business community were not aware of the
actions to be taken once they encounter counterfeit goods.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
o More actions should be taken to create awareness to consumers and manufacturers on measures
to be taken once they come across counterfeit goods.
o Formulate Anti Counterfeit Task Force and enhance the resources, budget and capacity of
regulatory authorities to address the counterfeit problem.
o Capacitate Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs) to address the counterfeit problem.
PARTICIPANTS VIEWS:
The participants to the meeting had diverse views as follow:
o The representative from the Chief Pharmacist commended the good report by the consultants
and requested for a more comprehensive recommendations to specific MDAs and other CrossCutting recommendations for future coordination and cooperation.
o He was amazed by the huge figure of available counterfeit goods amounting to 50% of all goods
in the market as presented by the report to be alarming expressing fear that the findings might
be based on consumer perceptions rather than facts that different MDAs have.
o The representative from TFDA stressed on the need to link the outcomes to the data presented
to provide more justification. He urged the consultants to find more data from various Ministries,
Government and Agencies such as TFDA, TBS and TRA where he believed more actions have
been taken to address the counterfeit problem and more information was available on the actual
amount of counterfeit goods that are in the market.
o Brand owners were urged to take action by conducting frequent surveillance in the markets with
the aim of identifying and curbing counterfeit goods as the Government embarks on the exercise
to review rules and regulations relating to penalties to counterfeiters.
o The representative from TBS lamented on the low existing capacities of the regulatory authorities
in terms of technology compared to those who produce counterfeit goods which in his view
created a loophole for counterfeiters to enter the goods in the market undetected.
o Emphasis was made on the need for more enforcement mechanisms to curb the counterfeit
problem by learning the best practices in the region as well as in the world.
o A representative from FCC observed that the methodology used to collect data should be reviewed
to include more secondary data from regulatory agencies. She added that FCC has taken action
by encouraging brand owners to come forward and create awareness on the features of their
products in order to discourage counterfeits.
o A representative from TRA on the other hand stressed on the need to include the impact of substandard goods in the report as most consumers may have confused them with counterfeits. He

expressed concerns that with deliberate measures taken by the government to address counterfeit
goods, investors should be assured of safety of their brands and products in the Tanzanian
market. He advised the consultants to look for ways to recommend on how international and
domestic agencies could cooperate to curb the counterfeit problem.
o TRA also advised the consultants to work out on ways in which domestic products were being
counterfeited for proper redress measures.
CONSULTANTS’ REMARKS:
Responding to the participants’ comments, Prof. Ngowi concurred with the participants who
wanted specific and cross cutting recommendations for each MDAs to be included in the report
as they would enable the agencies to rectify the situation.
“The research followed and used all required research procedures in data collection in which both
primary and secondary data sources were used……great attention and focus was given to the
counterfeit goods alone” Prof. Ngowi said.
On her part, the co-researcher Ms. Ellis De Bruijn recognised the various initiatives done by the
MDAs emphasizing on the need for more efforts to address the counterfeit problem, noting that
the alarming findings need to be supplemented by data from MDAs for accurate results.
REASONS FOR EXISTENCE OF COUNTERFEIT GOODS:
The researchers suggest that to date, measures taken by Government to curb counterfeits do
not appear to bear much fruits due to the following reasons:
o The Government’s inability to monitor the highly porous and lengthy borders with Kenya,
Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, DRC, Zambia, Malawi and Mozambique.
o Inadequate budgets allotted to the MDAs fighting the counterfeit trade.
o Lack of coordination between and within the MDAs.

o Insufficient enforcement action and light punishments imposed to culprits.
o Poor Governance, vested interests and corruption
o Huge profits are reaped by traders in counterfeit

within MDA’s.
goods.

ANTI COUNTERFEIT TASK FORCE NEEDS TO ADDRESS THE FOLLOWING:
o Put procedures in place to arrange for tighter controls and close cooperation at all Ports
of Entry between the TRA, FCC, TFDA, TBS and other MDA’s (Dar es Salaam, Tanga,
Mbeya, Namanga and Zanzibar).
o Close working relationship/sharing intelligence between MDAs and Tanzania Traffic Police
through check points and by doing so addressing the challenge of Tanzania’s extensive
porous borders.

o Close cross border cooperation is needed between Law Enforcement Agencies from
Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya, Zambia, DRC, Rwanda, Burundi, Malawi and Mozambique by
sharing intelligence leading to cross border enforcement operations.
o Creation of a Public Private Advisory Committee on Counterfeits (PPACC) involving the
local and international private sector, MDA’s (Anti Counterfeit Task Force) and Diplomatic
Missions in order to create a close and continuous working relationship between all
parties involved. The following needs will be addressed:o Education of private sector by all MDAs involved on procedures, which legislation is
available, cost and how to lay a complaint, settle disputes in/out of court.
o Establish realistic expectations on responsibilities and capabilities of MDAs.

o Brand owners will assist MDAs by better protecting their products from being
counterfeited.
o IPR owners need to work closely with and educate MDAs on how to recognize a
counterfeit from a genuine product.
o Lack of feedback/follow-up from MDA’s after complaints have been filed i.e. transparency
and accountability.
o Incidents of corruption within MDA’s; which procedures are in place/how to report?
o How can we increase the percentage of successful enforcement actions?

o IPR owners need to regain their lost market share with the assistance of MDAs.

o The continuation of relationships with stakeholders like INTERPOL and the WCO is
necessary for further investigative training on fighting IPR infringement; the newly gained
knowledge needs to be implemented and evaluated by MDAs.
The preliminary findings resulted from interviewing 250 consumers, 47 manufacturers countrywide
and were complemented by primary and secondary data.

DPI SIMBA LTD SAVES POWER COST
AFTER UNDERTAKING ENERGY AUDIT

Sufficient light and Substantial reduction of Energy Consumption cost as the DPI Simba
Company Limited finishes to undertake the CTI sponsored Energy Audit Exercise.

T

wo years ago, the Confederation of Tanzania Industries (CTI) started to implement its energy
efficiency programme. Through support from the governments of Tanzania and Denmark, the
project aims to reduce the use of energy in the manufacturing sector. The audit involves to
monitor, analyze energy uses and submit technical report of recommendations, cost benefit analysis
and action to be taken to reduce energy consumption. This costs the company just 15% of the total
cost of the audit. One of the Companies that have undertaken Energy Audit is DPI Simba LTD. How
has it benefited from the energy audit exercise? READ ON…………

Q: What were your expectations when you first decided to participate in the energy
audit?
A: Our main expectation was to understand the areas of power loss, improve efficiency and
implement suggestions thereby resulting in savings on power costs.
Q: Were you satisfied with the whole process of energy audit from audit task,
presentation of the findings and the final report?
A: Definitely. We are satisfied with their approach to determine possibilities and presenting their
findings and recommendations including the figures of cost savings, investment and pay-back period.
It was a detailed analysis spanning for four days.
Q: What challenges, regrets or disappointments came out of the audit programme?
A: The challenges are on some of the suggestions in terms
of high capital expenditure. Frankly speaking, there were no
regrets or disappointments on our side.
Q: Are the recommendations given to you by CTI
Energy Audit Consultants feasible technically and
financially?
A: Technically yes, but some involve greater financial outlay
which needs some times to be fully implemented.
Q: Are you comfortable with the investment costs
needed for implementation of the recommendations,
potential savings and pay-back period?
A: Yes.
Q: Are the recommendations given possible to be
implemented with internal financial resources or it
does need external support such as loans from banks?
A: Only one recommendation on solar lighting requires
external funding but implementation of the rest
recommendations are internally possible.
Q: What recommendations have you implemented so far?
A: So far we have implemented the following recommendations:
1. The replacement of ordinary tube lights into LED lights
2. The ordinary flood lights were replaced by LED lights
3. The Inter – Lock of Chiller and Cooling tower
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final report?
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4. The office light were all replaced with LED lights
5. The re-designing and proper installation of the transparent roof sheet
6. The capturing of the compressed air losses
Q: What were the challenges in implementing those recommendations?
A: The challenge we faced was how to find reliable suppliers of original LED tube lights.
Q: Did you require external experts in implementing those recommendations?
A: No! All were done in-house.
Q: What are the outcomes in terms of system operation and savings have you seen after
implementing those recommendations? (Provide figures of savings if any).
A: After the implementation of some of the Energy Audit recommendations now we can easily
determine the figures of savings.
Ex 1: 35pcs Ordinary tube lights – 40 watts/tube; replace by LED tube lights at 18 watts/tube.
Ex 2: Ordinary Flood Lights – 500 watts/pc; replaces by LED lights 160 watts/pc
From the implementation of some of the recommended measures by energy audit consultant, we’ve
so far managed to save 6 percent of energy consumption costs from the few measures implemented
so far. This percentage is equivalent to monthly savings of TSH 3,120,000 and we expect the
payback on the investment to be only 5 months.
Q: What time frame are you looking at in order to implement other recommendations?
A: There is no definite time frame of other recommendations because of the plan to re-locate DSL
factory.

EABC FORUM BLAMES TFDA
FOR INCREASING COSTS OF
DOING BUSINESS

The EAC businessmen and women in a group photo at the just ended SG-CEO forum. The
forum brought together Government Agencies such as TRA, TBS, TFDA, TPA and the business
community from EAC to discuss issues which hamper cross border trade among partner States.

B

usinessmen and women in the East African Community (EAC) have blamed the Tanzania Food
and Drugs Authority (TFDA) for high costs charged for quality testing, certification and registering
products in Tanzania.

The blames were aired at the just ended business forum which brought together business community
from Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda, Kenya and other African countries.
The Executive Director, Eastern Africa Grain Council (EAGC) Gerald Masila told the regional secretary
general CEOs forum that although business communities from partner states have great opportunity
to trade in Tanzania, regulations and high charges by TFDA prevent them from benefitting business
opportunities available in Tanzania.
‟How can one benefit from business opportunities that are available in East Africa when TFDA requires
many issues such as register it, make tests and label them and again requires you to pay US$300
annually as registration renewal per product which is costly for business persons willing to trade in
Tanzania,” he said.
As a result business communities have called on TFDA to review their fees to help traders from EAC
partner states to trade in Tanzania and reduce costs of doing business.
He said TFDA register Injectable per pack size and treat each pack as a product by itself, an act which
makes license for the product very expensive.
Likewise, registering products in Tanzania costs US$2,000 while in other EAC partner states it costs
US$1,000 and after registration TFDA demands annual retention fees of US$300 and renewal at the
same price of registration every five years.
On the other hand, when business persons import products in to Tanzania, TFDA imposes 1.5
percent free on board (FOB) charge of imported food products and 2.0 percent FOB for importation
of medicines (finished products), which is expensive.
However, there was Mutual Recognition of Certification Marks which requires that EAC food safety
agencies must recognise each mark of quality.
He said currently Tanzania trademarks are recognised in Kenya and Uganda, but TFDA refuses to
recognise marks of goods from the said states and subject the product through additional quality
testing and certification.
As a result TFDA is constantly blamed for slowing trade through protectionism as though they don’t
want other countries to trade in Tanzania.
He alleged that the Tanzania market was open to counterfeit products because of high costs charged
on product registration, testing and 1.5 percent FOB charges of imported food products and 2.0
percent for importation of medicines (finished products) which discourages people from importing
high quality products altogether.
In view of the Business communities from Rwanda, Burundi, Kenya and Uganda, Tanzania Bureau
of Standards (TBS) and TFDA should be merged into one single institution or operate their activities
under one roof to reduce costs for people wishing to trade in Tanzania.
The East African Business Council (EABC) public-private dialogue forum intended to provide
opportunity for the new EAC Secretary General Liberat Mfumukeko to meet and interact with the
business community and to outline his vision on regional trade over the next five years.

Business/Training Opportunities
1

CUSTOMER SERVICE (CARE) SEMINAR
The Institute of Trade Training Centre at Warwick will hold customer Care Seminar from 22nd - 26th
August, 2016 at Gigiri in Kenya.
Customer service or care is a series of activities designed to enhance the level of customer
satisfaction – that is, the feeling that a product or service has met the customers’ expectations.
The purpose of this course is to enhance skills on how the organizations can enhance their
competitiveness through proficient customer service.
The
target
groups:
Senior
managers,
team
staff in both customer contact and customer support roles.

leaders

as

well

as

other

Training fee:
The seminar fee is US$2,300 per person. This will cover facilitation fee, training materials,
hiring of equipment, lunches, morning / afternoon tea and certificate. Participants will meet their
own cost of travel to Nairobi and back home as well as accommodation during the training.
Mode of payment:
By cash or cheque at least three days before the course commences.
Contacts:
The organisers, Nairobi-Kenya
Cell: 0707 390361; 0722861576,
E-mail: itd@instituteoftrade.org, instituteoftrade@yahoo.com
Website: www.instituteoftrade.org

TOKYO INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT

2

For the first time, the Tokyo International, Conference
will be held in Kenya Capital Nairobi from 27th–29th August, 2016.

on

African

Development

The conference will bring together High Profile Leaders of Africa, Leaders from
Japan and development partners of the African Continent including the World Bank,
African Development Bank, and the United Nations Development Programme.
The conference will also provide opportunities for Tanzania business people to inculcate business
relation with their counterparts from Japan.
Further information can be obtained from:
Ms. Debora
Tel: +254723608332, and
Ms. Odhiambo
Tel: +254722455705

3 2016 MALAWI INVESTMENT FORUM APPROACHES
Malawi has organized a two-day long Malawi investment Forum (2016) which is due to commence on
10th October, 2016 at the Bingu International Conference Centre (BICC) in Lilongwe, Malawi.
The Forum will primarily seek to market high impact investment projects within the following seven
sectors namely; agriculture and agro-processing, tourism, mining and, energy, infrastructure,
manufacturing and financial services to prospective investors from the region and beyond.
The forum shall be presided by His Excellency Prof. Peter Mutharika, President of the Republic
of Malawi and about 800 participants at decision making level are expected to attend.
For further information, please contact:
Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tourism of Malawi,
Tel: +2561770244,
Fax: +2651770680,
Lilongwe 3,
MALAWI.

TH
25
EDITION OF ADDIS TRADE FOR DEVELOPMENT
4
GRAND TRADE FAIR IN OFFING
There will be the 25th Edition of Addis Trade for Development Grand Fair which is scheduled to start on
19th August – 10th September, 2016 at the Addis Ababa Exhibition Centre. The fair is organized by CPS
which is among the promotional events that attract great number of companies all over the world. For
further information, please contact the organisers on:
Tel: 		

+251 911205826

Website:

www.centurypromotion.com

The Secretariat
Confederation of Tanzania Industries
P O Box 71783, Dar es Salaam
Tel: 2114954/ 2123802/ 2130327
Fax: 2115414
E-mail: cti@cti.co.tz
www.cti.co.tz

